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in training intensity: how to maximize training intensity, tudor bompa, phd, draws on his vast experience to teach you how to set up a
training program for optimal results. tudor bompa, phd, brings you more than one hundred individualized training programs that
maximize training efficiency. he also explains how to set up your program to maximize training intensity and boost your results. tudor
bompa is the world’s foremost expert on optimal schedules for training. he developed an innovative system of training called
“periodization”, which revolutionized the sport of bodybuilding. his books on training methods, such as theory and methodology of
training: the key to athletic performance and periodization of training for sports, have been translated into 17 languages and used in
more than 130 countries for training athletes and educating and certifying coaches. he has been invited to speak about training in
more than 30 countries and has been awarded certificates of honor and appreciation from such prestigious organizations as the
argentinean ministry of culture, the australian sports council, the spanish olympic committee, the international olympic committee,
and the national strength and conditioning association. dr. bompa has been an active researcher at york university and a visiting
professor at a variety of institutions around the world. he has published over 50 research papers, as well as three books on training
methods. dr. bompas training philosophy is grounded in his 40 years of experience training world-class athletes and fitness
enthusiasts. dr. bompa has had extensive experience with elite sports people, including 11 olympians and four gold medalists, and
has trained more than 2,500 clients since his first training session in 1963. his focus is on helping others achieve their goals. his
books, theory and methodology of training: the key to athletic performance and periodization of training for sports, have been
translated into 17 languages and used in more than 130 countries for training athletes and educating and certifying coaches.
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for parents, tudor bompa lays out the entire fitness and nutrition program your child needs from infancy to adolescence. he provides a
wealth of information on how to best meet your childs nutritional and physical needs so that they can grow healthy and strong. for

coaches, he shares his best-kept secrets for motivating children to work out with confidence. with the guidance of tudor bompa, you
can help your childs athletic and physical development, while maintaining a healthy lifestyle and a positive attitude. finally, you can
learn the fundamentals of the bompas core training system through conditioning young athletes and conditioning kids programs that

take children from infancy to adolescence. bompa core training is an innovative approach to strength training that combines
functional movements with high-intensity strength training. it can help improve the functional movement patterns of young athletes

by improving balance, coordination, and muscle strength. if you are a parent, coach, or teacher looking for exercises that are suitable
for children ages 6 to 18, a hard-core athlete, or a dedicated strength enthusiast, tudor bompa and mauro di pasquale have you

covered. with tudor bompa, you can learn how to train for strength, power, and endurance. with mauro di pasquale, you can learn
how to get the most out of your training. the result is an exercise program that will help you train harder, for longer, and more

efficiently than ever before. a member of the canadian olympic association and the romanian national council of sports, dr. bompa is
professor emeritus at york university, where he has taught training theories since 1987. he and his wife, tamara, live in sharon,
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